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July 2018 marked the beginning of the first official and direct US-Taliban talks in
Doha, Qatar,1 igniting hopes for a peaceful settlement to end the Afghan war.
After nine strenuous rounds of direct talks between representatives of the Taliban headed by Sher
Abbas Stanakzai and Zalmay Khalilzad, the US special representative for Afghanistan Reconciliation,
it appeared that both parties had reached an “an agreement in principle” 2 to finally end the Afghan
conflict, which included the ''withdrawal of 5,000 troops within 135 days," if the Taliban honored
their conditions (in the agreement)."3 However, neither side spoke about the two other core issues
so pivotal for peace, namely: a ceasefire and intra-Afghan talks between the Taliban and the Afghan
government. While optimism had been generated for imminent peace, it did not last long. On
September 9, 2019, in a sudden move of events, President Trump declared that the talks with the
Taliban were effectively “dead”, due to the killing of a US soldier. 4
President Trump’s rationale for cancelling the talks has been surrounded in ambiguity. Since 2001,
the group has openly been engaged in a bloody conflict against foreign and Afghan forces.
Moreover, the agreement itself was signed amidst an atmosphere of ongoing violence and in the
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absence of a ceasefire, thereby clearly indicating that the cessation of talks was far beyond the
death of a US soldier.
Despite a temporary pause, prospects for a negotiated settlement were revived once again, when
US-Taliban talks resumed on December 7, 2019.5 Since then, US-Taliban interlocutors have been
engaged in discussions that have continued to revolve around four interconnected stumbling blocks,
namely: counter terrorism assurances from the Taliban; a reduction in violence on part of the
Taliban; US troop withdrawal; and intra-Afghan talks.
The cessation of talks in September 2019 elucidated the complexities and spoilers involved in the
peace process, as well as the urgent need to address them in order to attain peace in Afghanistan.
Lack of Clarity Regarding the "Agreement in Principle"
Ambiguity continues to surround the “agreement in principle.” While issues pertaining to counterterrorism assurances from the Taliban (since the Taliban have not been collaborating with any
terrorist group i.e. their ongoing fight against ISKP) and US troop withdrawal were more or less
agreed upon6, there was lack of clarity regarding a declaration from the Taliban on a ceasefire, as
well as their commitment to engage with Kabul in intra-Afghan talks. Moreover, the fact that the
“agreement in principle” reached without the involvement of Kabul was expected to collapse.
President Ghani may be regarded by the Taliban as a 'puppet of the US', but the fact remains that he
does have the mandate of the Afghan people. Furthermore, whoever is sitting at the helm of affairs
in Kabul also has the nuisance value factor, and can obstruct the peace process. Thus, one lesson
that should be learnt is that the inclusion of Kabul is a necessary condition for attaining peace and
stability in Afghanistan.
US Ambiguity
Differences, divisions and infighting between President Trump's internal body of advisors regarding
Afghanistan and which path to take - the military or diplomatic route - has left the US foreign policy
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in a state of utter confusion.7 Moreover, according to the recently published papers on the US war
in Afghanistan by the Washington Post,8 the US policymakers "were devoid of a fundamental
understanding of Afghanistan." They sent "personnel into Afghanistan who did not know the
difference between al-Qaeda and the Taliban ... lacked any substantive knowledge of Afghan society,
local dynamics, and power relationships."9 Thus clearly indicting that even after 18 years of
bloodshed, the US continues to remain divided and lacks clarity on the Afghan issue to say the least.
Kabul
Differences and divisions within the Afghan government have also been a major spoiler in the
peace process, with many refusing to recognize the Taliban as a stakeholder, let alone share
power with the group. President Ghani himself has created hurdles in the way of intra-Afghan
talks by nominating his supporters in the list of participants instead of including participants from
other political factions, thus leading to delays in the process.10 Hence, political and national
reconciliation continue to be major hurdles in pursuing peace talks with the Taliban.11 Moreover,
Afghanistan's uncertain political future due to pending election results is also playing a role in
delaying the peace process.
Taliban
The Taliban's rigidity regarding reduction in violence and talking to Kabul have been major
stumbling blocks in the way of peace. While the group continues to justify their ongoing violence
“to liberate Afghanistan from foreign control”,12 it is no longer justifiable for them to do so as they
are not fighting a foreign enemy but fellow Afghans who make up the Afghan National Security
Forces (ANSF). Hence, the Taliban must ensure a visible reduction in their attacks. Similarly, Taliban’s
refusal to engage with Kabul as a “puppet government” of the US is conflicting to say the least since
the group is engaging with the alleged 'puppet master' but not the puppet.
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Hence, every stakeholder needs to play its part, especially the Taliban. The fact remains that through
this deal, the Taliban, for the first time since their ouster in 2001, had an opportunity unlike before,
to not only put an end the war, but also secure a legitimate place and position for themselves within
the future political dispensation of Afghanistan. Although the group lost that opportunity
temporarily with the cessation of talks, now that the talks have resumed the group should not let
this opportunity pass by.
While the US-Taliban continue to engage in talks in Doha, it appears that the stumbling blocks
continue to pose hurdles in the way of a peace deal. Another factor that could possibly affect the
US-Taliban talks is the recent downing/crash of a US military aircraft in Deh Yak district, Ghazni
province in January 2020, which is a stronghold of the group.13 While conflicting reports have been
coming out regarding the cause of the incident, the Taliban spokesperson, Zabiullah Mujahid stated
that "a special operations US aircraft crashed over the Ghazni province." While he stated that "a
number of enemy aircrafts and helicopters have been downed by Mujahideen in Helmand, Balkh
and other provinces of the country in recent days," the group did not explicitly take responsibility for
this crash.14 Moreover, there are doubts whether the Taliban possess any anti-aircraft missiles
needed for such an attack, indicating that the group may not be behind the attack after all.
With rising insecurity and instability in Afghanistan, the aim now more than ever, should be to focus
on achieving peace in Afghanistan. As a starter and positive gesture, the Taliban could exercise
restraint and demonstrate a visible reduction in violence, enter into a brief ceasefire, not as a means
of weakness or surrender, but rather as an opportunity to further their cause through political
engagement. This should be followed by intra-Afghan talks, leading to a timeframe (gradual) for
troop withdrawal, and lastly, a sustained and credible ceasefire that is not prone to collapse.
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